About The Company


Akademi Textile is an innovative
knitwear manufacturer. We are based in
central Istanbul,Turkey .We have been
providing services and exporting to
European market since 1997.



Akademi is one of the world’s leading
textile companies.



We design and manufacture products for
leading international brands.



Our innovative products and creative &
dynamic team of optimistic & determined
professionals have created extraordinary
opportunities and competitive
advantages for our clients and partners.

Mission and Vision
Our vision is to provide the highest
level of satisfaction to our clients and
partners. In order to achieve this, we
provide fast manufacturing, on time
delivery, highly reasonable prices,
and the best quality.

As a result of our great success in the
past years in the European markets,
our employees are highly motivated
to put our company in the center of
European fashion.

Values and Ethics


Leadership



We strive for the highest level of service
to our customers. This is done through
our systematic process of monitoring
critical performance of indicators, and
implementing specific strategies to
improve the processes, safety, and
outcome of all of the services we
provide. These processes are to ensure
continuous quality improvement in all
that we do.As we strive to be among the
world's premier industrial firms in
customer base , employee and
community satisfaction is important

Our company has made a great business
and financial growth which emerges it
the forefront of the textile world. This
is due to the top-level training that we
provide to our staff. This also helps to
improve all elements of our business,
particularly the way we make and
support our products.



Integrity
We practice a steadfast adherence to the
highest ethical standards, honoring each
and every one of the commitments we
make to our highly respected clients.
We always operate strictly according to
values of trust and respect.



Reliability
Quality, integrity, and client satisfaction
are te most importance things for us,
and also are essential to our success.
We aim to provide the highest level of
satisfaction to our customers, operating
within a culture of efficiency and
teamwork to achieve our target
production capacity within specific time
frame.

Reputation



Corporate Social Responsibility
Every successful corporation has a
responsibility to use its resources and
influence to make a positive impact on
the world. In accordance with this, we
focus on mobilizing our resources across
the company and around the world,
creating opportunities in the
communities in which we do business.
We continue to fulfill our commitment to
serve the public good through innovative
technologies and partnerships.

Our Strengths
PRODUCTION
CAPACITY

500,000 pieces can be
produced per month. (in
house: %50 subcontractor:
50%)
Number of employee: 450

CUSTOMER
RELATION
Relations

One of the most important
aspects of our company is to
provide the highest level of
costumer satisfaction. In
order to achieve this, our
professionals always ensure
that all of our valued clients’
questions and concerns are
addressed and solved in a
timely and effective manner.
Prompt Delivery of Samples:
Samples can be prepared in
2-4 days, exactly according to
all client specifications.

FAST
PRODUCTION

SAMPLING

First orders can be shipped in
9-11 weeks, repeat orders in
7-9 weeks.
2000 pcs/item and colour

REASONABLE
PRICES

EMPLOYEES

MOQ

We have very competitive
prices and therefore are able
to collaborate successfully
with some of the top clothing
brands in the world.
In accordance with our solid
commitment to quality, we
have established a separate
department for quality
control within our company.
We are thus able to check and
maintain the quality of our
garments at every step of the
production process.

OUTSTANDING
QUALITY

Social Audit
We have been a member of sedex since 2006.
Our sedex membership number is ZS1063459.
We have been a member of BSCI since 2011
We consistently audit from the following customer data bases:
Inditex
George
Fashion Cube
River Island
Primark
Decathlon

Certificates

Internal Testing

Color continuty
tests for each
color

Spirality,color fastness to
washing,color fastness to
rubbing,dimensional
stability to washing tests
on single plate swatches.

Color wash tests to
all accesories
when neccessary.

Dropping effects
of humidity to
garment in
polybag to
finished product.

Home washing
tests as per care
label instrutions
on finished
products.

Button pull
tests

Thickness and
moisture tests
on each yarn
quality

Nickel tests on
all metal
accessories.

Calibration tests
to measuring
tapes

Production
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Linking
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Designing
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Washing
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Ironing
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Main Customers
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Product Types
MENSWEAR

15%

KIDSWEAR

5%

80%
WOMENSWEAR

Facilities
ISTANBUL HEADQUARTERS
Showroom
SampleHouse
Knitting
Linking
Finishing

MALATYA BRANCH
Knitting
Linking
Finishing

Machine Inventory

KNITTING MACHINES
56
MID GAUGE / 7 GG MULTI : 168
FINE GAUGE / 14 GG MULTI : 221
CHUNKY GAUGE/ 3 GG MULTI :

IRONING MACHINES
FLAT IRONING :

33

NEEDLE DEDECTOR : 3

SEWING MACHINES
LINKING : 156
OVERLOCK :

22

FLATLOCK :7
BARTACK : 3

SINGLE STITCH :40 BUTTON :

WASHING MACHINES
WASHING : 13
DRYING :

22

5

Contact
AKADEMI TEKSTIL SAN VE TIC AS
Umit CETINKAYA ( Marketing Coordinator)
umit@akademitekstil.com
Okyay MIZRAK ( Owner)
okyay@akademitekstil.com
BOSB mah. Mustafa Kurtoğlu Cad. No:40
Beylikdüzü 34524 İstanbul/ Turkey.

www.akademitekstil.com

akademitekstil@akademitekstil.com

+90 (212) 549 93 67 (pbx)

+90 (212) 549 93 72

